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Abstracts 

Background: Guillain-Barre syndrome is a rare nerve inflammatory condition. Although 

most people heal completely neurologically, some people continue to have long-term 

physical, psychological, mobility, participation, or social issues. There is limited 

evidence regarding people's experiences with GBS. Occupational participation and 

restrictions have been noticed after GBS, and these create problems in everyday activities 

and hamper involvement in activities. 

Aim: The study aims to identify Occupational Participation and Restrictions in 

Community among persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome. 

Methods: A cross-sectional quantitative study design was used in the study. Ninety-eight 

respondents were selected by purposive sampling based on inclusion criteria. Data was 

collected by World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0 scored 0–

100; a high score indicates more significant activity limitations and participation 

restrictions). Data was analysed through using Statistical Package for the Social Science 

(SPSS) software version 25.0, analysing descriptive and One-way ANOVA analysis. 

Results: A total of 98 participants were taken for the study. 36.7% of participants were 

aged between 18 to 30 years. 38.8% were graduates, and 75.5% of the participants were 

married. The majority of people was middle-aged and paid workers. However, the study 

showed that marital status, occupation and neurological conditions as important factors 

associated with occupational participation and restrictions among persons with Guillain-

Barre syndrome. Sex, age, educational status, living area and symptoms of Guillain-Barre 

Syndrome are not associated with occupational participation and restrictions. 
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Conclusion: Finally, the findings of this study may provide important information for 

creating evidence-based therapies. There is an urgent need to develop rehabilitation-

based therapies. There is an urgent need to create rehabilitation-based treatments. 

Moreover, community people will be in focus while developing interventions to reduce 

Occupational participation and restrictions among persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome. 

 

Keywords: Guillain-Barre syndrome, Occupation, Participation, Restrictions. 
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CHAPTER Ⅰ: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

Guillain-Barre syndrome, also known as acute inflammatory demyelinating 

polyradiculopathy, is an immune-mediated sickness characterized by a growing acute 

polyneuritis and motor characteristics such as progressive symmetrical ascending 

paralysis (Forsberg et al., 2014). An ongoing autoimmune condition called chronic 

inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) damages the nerves and renders 

people disabled. It advances gradually and needs continuing immunological therapy to be 

managed. Motor deficiencies, cognitive challenges, and psychosocial problems common 

in CIDP patients cause complex impairments. Additional care at a specialized 

rehabilitation facility could be necessary for those with these difficulties. Guillain-Barre 

syndrome, on the other hand, is a severe autoimmune condition that attacks the nerves 

and advances swiftly. Episodic immune therapy is typically needed (Alexandrescu et al., 

2014). Greater prevalence of the Miller Fisher variation, axonal subtypes, and pure motor 

forms of GBS is found in Asian nations than in Western countries. This may be because 

of the kind of prior infection and host-dependent variables (Islam et al., 2010; Asbury, 

2000; McKhann et al., 1993). The high mortality and poor prognosis of GBS in 

Bangladesh may be attributable to the preponderance of the axonal subtype, a lack of 

targeted therapies, and inadequate healthcare infrastructure (Islam et al., 2010). Immune-

mediated polyneuropathy is a condition that damages the nerves and results in respiratory 

paralysis, a loss of reflexes, increasing weakening in all four limbs, and autonomic 
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dysfunction. It is the second-most common cause of muscular paralysis in poor nations, 

behind poliomyelitis (Khan et al., 2011). Guillain-Barré syndrome has a worldwide 

incidence of 2.07 cases per 100 000 person-years (Aragonès et al., 2021).  

In this, study total of 98 participants was taken for the study. 36.7% of participants were 

aged between 18 to 30 years. 38.8% were graduates, and 75.5% of the participants were 

married. The majority of people were middle-aged and paid workers. However, the study 

showed that Marital Status, Occupation and Neurological conditions as important factors 

associated with Occupational participation and restrictions among persons with Guillain-

Barre syndrome. Marital Status had .000 significance, where separated persons with GBS 

had 36.95%, married had 20.07%, Unmarried had 12.37%, and divorced had 100% 

occupational participation and restrictions. The occupation where Retried had 55.97% 

occupational participation and restrictions. Unemployed people had 36.44%, Self-

employment had 15.83%, Students had 13.66% occupational participation and 

limitations, and Housewives had 23.59% occupational participation and restrictions. The 

paid workers had 13.43% occupational participation and restrictions. And Others had 

12.10% occupational participation and restrictions. According to Neurological 

Conditions, those with Neurological Conditions had 47.82% occupational participation 

and limitations, and those without Neurological Conditions had 19.25% occupational 

participation and restrictions. 

It has a documented male preponderance and can strike at any age, although it is most 

frequent between the ages of 30 and 50 (Khan et al., 2010). Another research that 

included 14% of patients with moderate to severe impairment and 50% of patients with 
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minimal symptoms revealed that residual disability may persist for an extended period 

(Forsberg et al., 2012). Physical issues affect 20%–30% of patients, whereas 27%–37% 

of patients have long-term changes in their jobs, hobbies, and social activities. (Akanuwe 

and others, 2020) Most GBS patients have persistent tiredness, discomfort, and other 

irritable symptoms. According to reports, it was related to activity restriction and low 

quality of life in 60–80% of the patient group (De Vries et al., 2010). Despite substantial 

advancements in the acute management of Guillain-Barre syndrome, the long-term 

advantages of disability and social participation have received less attention. There are 

limits to the existing body of research on this subject, and a recent comprehensive review 

concluded that no randomized or controlled trials are investigating the efficacy of 

multidisciplinary therapy for GBS (Khan et al., 2011). The symptoms of Guillain-Barre 

syndrome, which include weakness, sensory problems, pain, and weariness, can make it 

difficult for sufferers to carry out everyday tasks and interact with others. Due to these 

symptoms, long durations of standing or walking might be exhausting and challenging 

(Forsberg et al., 2014). There is no particular workout for GBS patients who are disabled 

or have activity limitations. In GBS patients, supportive care is regarded to be more 

crucial than immunotherapy or IVIG (Hughes et al., 2008). According to Nehal and 

Manisha (2015), no particular guideline or workout plan is available for GBS patients. 

Patients with GBS have difficulties doing daily tasks such as walking, showering, and 

running independently. Physical activity involvement is limited due to a loss of muscular 

strength and weakness (Keyghobad et al., 2011). The International Classification of 

Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) is a framework for describing how a person's 

functioning and disability are affected by disease. It considers the person's impairments, 
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activity limitations, and the environmental and social factors that may serve as obstacles 

or enablers. The ICF claims that limiting exercise alone only accounts for a tiny portion 

of the variation in health (WHO,2001). Activity limitations and participation restrictions, 

respectively, are defined by the World Health Organization (2002) as "issues an 

individual may face in engaging in life situations" and "difficulties an individual may 

have in performing activities." Activity limitations and participation restrictions have 

been seen following GBS treatments, which cause difficulty in daily activities and 

impede participation in activities. According to the World Health Organization (2002), 

the ICF is an international scientific instrument that is a unified biopsychosocial model of 

human functioning and impairment. It contains characteristics including "impairments at 

the body and body component level, person level activity constraints, and society level 

restrictions of involvement". It also supplies the conceptual model and classification 

necessary for tools to analyse the social and built environment. The International 

Classification of Functioning (ICF) is a global data standard for all human functioning 

and impairment aspects. The ICF is important for people with all sorts of impairments for 

identifying their health care and rehabilitation needs and detecting and determining the 

influence of the physical and social environment challenges. WHO Impairment 

Assessment Schedule 2.0 (WHODAS 2.0) was developed using a worldwide 

collaborative approach to establish a universal instrument for assessing health status and 

disability across varied cultures and situations, including mental, neurological, and 

addiction problems (WHO, 2017). A person with Guillain-Barre syndrome has significant 

functional difficulties during and after therapy. Employment or occupational life, 

education, economics, and social and family ties are all examples of occupational 
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participation limits. Healthcare practitioners do not mention psychological well-being or 

engagement in meaningful jobs during treatments. As a result, it is vital to define activity 

limitations as well as participation limitations. To identify Occupational participation and 

restrictions in Community are present among person with Guillain-Barre syndrome. 

1.2 Justification of the study 

People with Guillain-Barre syndrome experience several challenges in their daily life. 

They could struggle with self-care, cognition, mobility, employment conditions, social 

interaction, etc. The function is helpful to a person and has many distinct elements. 

Having an impairment has a significant and ongoing influence on daily activities. Due to 

the numerous consequences of various treatments, occupational involvement (activity 

limitations and restrictions) is an issue before it begins. 

Guillain-Barre syndrome therapies and patients may also have severe and long-lasting 

disabilities. Additionally, it causes the sufferer a lot of problems. The study's primary 

focus is on the value of occupational participation (activity limitations) and restrictions 

based on daily living activities among Guillain-Barre syndrome survivors in the 

Bangladeshi community. Because the survivors have so many limits when they engage in 

activities in the community and at home, it is crucial to understand occupational 

participation (activity limitations and restrictions). Because of this, they cannot 

participate in activities or programs at their place of employment or in their 

neighbourhood. The results will enable both service providers (especially physicians and 

other medical professionals) and service recipients (especially patients) to understand the 

occupational participation (activity limits) and constraints of people with Guillain-Barre 
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syndrome in Bangladesh (either treatment or demographics perspective). The 

participation constraints, however, only consider the level of severity that should be 

scored using a standardized instrument that considers some of the essential human 

domains. Additionally, this outcome will improve cancer survivors' long-term Quality of 

Life (QoL) and offer ideas for potential solutions to their obstacles. 

1.3 Operational Definition 

Occupation: as daily activities that are goal directed. They occupy our time and are what 

individuals do to bring meaning to their life. Other terms for them are activities, tasks, 

hobbies, or things we need to do. Occupations cover the things a person needs to do, 

wants to do, and are expected to do and that meet their basic human needs, find structure, 

and purpose to their day and bring enjoyment. So basically, it is everything that you do 

each day, week, month, year. 

Participation Restriction: Participation Restrictions are problems an individual 

may experience in involvement in life situations. 

Guillain-Barre syndrome: Guillain-Barre syndrome is an acute autoimmune 

disease marked by inflammation of the peripheral nerves, affecting arms and legs 

and involves destructions of the myelin sheath surrounding largest, most 

myelinated sensory and motor fibres, resulting in disrupted proprioception and 

weakness.  
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Community: A social, religious, occupational, or other group sharing common 

characteristics or interests and perceived or perceiving itself as distinct in some 

respect from the larger society. 

1.4 Research Question, Aim and Objectives 

1.4.1 Research Question 

How much Occupational Participation and Restrictions in Community are present among 

person with Guillain-Barre syndrome? 

1.4.2 Aim 

To identify Occupational participation and restrictions in Community are present among 

person with Guillain-Barre. 

1.4.3 Objectives 

• To describe socio-demographic characteristics of person with Guillain-Barre 

syndrome 

• To identify the association between socio-demographic factors and occupational 

participation and restrictions among person with Guillain-Barre syndrome  

1.5 Variables 

1.5.1 Dependent Variable 

WHODAS 2.0: WHO Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0 

1.5.2 Independent Variable 

Living Area: Present situation where the person lives 
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Sex: Gender either male, female or others 

Age: The length of time that a person has lived 

Education: The process of receiving or giving systematic instruction specially at 

school or university 

Current Marital Status: A person’s situation with regard to whether one is single, 

married, separated, divorced or widowed. 

Main Work Status: A person’s employment status 

Causes of GBS: Reason of GBS 

Others Neurological Conditions: A person’s have any Neurological Condition. 
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CHAPTER Ⅱ: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter covers the information regarding cognition, mobility, selfcare, getting along, 

life activities and participation of persons with GBS. Paid and Nonpaid occupations such 

employment and education are also covered in this chapter. 

       Figure-2.1: Overview of literature review finding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Guillain-Barre syndrome is an acute demyelinating polyneuropathy due to immune-

mediated inflammation of the peripheral nerves and nerve roots. It is a significant cause 

of acute ascending neuromuscular paralysis, often accompanied by autonomic 

dysfunction. The worldwide incidence of GBS is 1–2/100,000 people. It affects both 

Self-Care 

Person with 

GBS Cognition 

Life activities 

Mobility 

Getting along 
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sexes and is common in ages between 30 and 50 years (Hughes &Cornblath, 2005, Khan 

& Ng, 2009, Zochodne, 1994). 

The incidence of GBS ranges from 0.16 to 4 cases per 100 000 person-years, with most 

studies reporting rates ranging from 1.1 to 1.8 cases per 100 000 person-years. The 

frequency in Europe and the United States is believed to be fewer than 2 cases per 100 

000 person-years. (McGrogan et al., 2008), (Sejvar et al., 2011). 

According to recent French research (Delannoy et al., 2017), The study, which employed 

diagnostic codes collected upon discharge, reveals an incidence of 2.42 cases per 100 000 

person-years, albeit the authors cannot rule out the over-coding of GBS. Certain Asian 

regions have the highest reported incidence rates. (Radhakrishnan et al., 1987), (Arami et 

al., 2006) and the Caribbean (Curac¸ao, van Koningsveld et al., 2001 and Aruba, 

Suryapranata et al., 2016). The latter had the most significant incidence rate, with 3.93 

instances per 100,000 people yearly. The published prevalence estimates in Spain range 

from 0.85 to 1.56 incidences per 100 000 person-years. (Matias-Guiu et al., 1993, Sedano 

et al., 2009, Pinel González et al., 2002, Cuadrado et al., 2001). 

AIDP was the most common GBS variant in our study. This is the most frequent variety 

in Europe (Uncini et al., 2010) and the United States (Hadden et al., 1998), where it 

accounts for 58% and 90% of all cases, respectively; in China (Ho et al., 1995) and Japan 

in contrast, axonal variants are more frequent 30%-65% (Ogawara et al., 2000). 

Detrusor hyperactivity may also occur in GBS survivors over time and may last for many 

years (personal communication: Professor C. Fowler, National Hospital for Neurology 

and Neurosurgery, UK Several patient-reported issues were connected to the "activities 
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and involvement" category. GBS influences several facets of daily living. Mobility, 

knowledge acquisition and application, domestic life, interpersonal relationships, family 

relationships, and intimate ties are all relevant areas (Ng & Khan, 2011). For patients who 

continue to experience IN-related activity limits and participation restrictions, there is 

presently no standardized therapy available. In spite of the fact that progressive resisted 

strengthening exercise may only slightly increase muscular strength, a comprehensive 

evaluation of the effectiveness of exercise on disability in found that the present body of 

data is of poor quality. Although residual impairment may last a lifetime, 14% of those 

with GBS still had moderate to severe disability, while another 50% had relatively mild 

symptoms (White et al., 2015). It is frequently connected with decreased quality of life 

and increased activity limitations (Forsberg et al., 2012). 

GBS has a generally good result, with 80% of patient’s ambulatory within six months of 

symptom start; however, 50% of patients may have persistent neurological abnormalities, 

and 15% may have lingering functional deficits (Desforges&Ropper, 1992). Many people 

may continue to heal after GBS for up to ten years. However, recovery may be delayed in 

individuals with severe illness (intensive care) and early axonal abnormalities (Dhar et 

al., 2008), and Forsberg et al. (2005) report GBS survivors' quality of life after two years 

and beyond is limited by continuous limitations in daily functioning and social activities. 

Clinical treatment recommendations for GBS are included in current GBS literature 

(Khan &Pallant, 2011); support for acute and rehabilitation intervention (Chevret et al., 

2017) and longer-term follow-up to evaluate participation restriction (Bernsen et al., 

1997, Demi˙r&KöseoĞlu, 2008). 
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The combined impairment and disability scores utilized accounted for only 77% of the 

variance in handicap (Merkies, 2003). The International Classification of Functioning, 

Disability and Health (ICF) offers a broader framework. It describes the impact of disease 

at the level of impairment, limitation in activity and participation, incorporating 

contextual (environmental and personal) factors which may act as barriers or facilitators 

in these persons. It is acknowledged that restricted activity alone explains a minor part in 

the variance of health (WHO,2001).  

A community-wide cross-sectional study of 77 Guillain-Barré syndrome survivors' issues 

with Guillain-Barré syndrome was connected to ICF classifications (Khan et al., 2010). 

GBS has a significant death and morbidity rate. Approximately 3% of GBS patients will 

die as a result of acute complications during the acute phase (Alshekhlee et al., 2008); 

After 12 months, up to 20% have a residual persistent severe impairment, including 

bipedal locomotion difficulties or require respiratory assistance (Meythaler, 1997). GBS 

significantly influences daily living activities, job, social activities, and quality of life 

(QoL) at two years following the beginning, and this consequence is likely to last longer 

(Forsberg et al., 2005). About 27%–37% of patients report long-term changes in leisure 

and social activities (Bersano et al., 2005, Bernsen et al., 2002, Bernsen et al., 2005). In 

addition, 44% of GBS survivors said they engaged in less social and recreational 

activities (Bernsen et al., 2002); 62% of respondents said that even 3-6 years later, there 

was still a negative influence on their lives and their employment (Hughes &Cornblath, 

2005). Despite this, minimal research has been done on the patient's perspective and the 

long-term neurological effects of GBS (Khan et al., 2010). It is necessary to look into this 

more because 33% of GBS survivors reported having trouble concentrating and making 
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judgments and linked this to how tired they were (Khan et al., 2010). One report (Bersano 

et al., 2005) emphasizes adjustments made by GBS survivors in their professions, 

hobbies, or social activities five years after the diagnosis despite the nearly full functional 

recovery. Additionally, the GBS participants emphasized restrictions in significant living 

domains (Khan &Pallant, 2007). 

Information on the prevalence, type, and determinants of patient-perceived handicap 

following GBS should be helpful for patients, neurologists, and other caregivers in the 

acute and chronic phases of the disease because recovery from GBS is a protracted and 

highly varied process (Darweesh et al., 2014).  

Despite significant improvements in GBS acute treatment, the benefits to disability and 

social involvement over the long term have received less attention than improvements in 

survival and acute recovery times. No randomized or clinically controlled trials in this 

group were found by a recent systematic review of the effectiveness of multidisciplinary 

care for GBS, revealing limitations in the body of knowledge (Khan et al., 2011). 

Physical issues affect 20%–30% of patients, whereas 27%–37% of patients have long-

term changes in their jobs, hobbies, and social activities (Akanuwe et al., 2020). Most 

GBS patients have persistent tiredness, discomfort, and other irritating feelings. By six 

months following the start of Guillain-Barre syndrome, the majority of patients had 

regained their capacity to walk briefly (Forsberg et al., 2004). However, several years 

after the commencement, long-term follow-up investigations found that 20% to 30% of 

patients had decreased physical functional status (de la Cour& Jakobsen, 2005, Rudolph 

et al., 2008, Bersano et al., 2005, Gupta et al., 2010, Forsberg et al., 2012). Patients with 

Guillain-Barre syndrome have been found to have considerably worse health-related 
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quality of life at 1-2 years compared to the general population (Bernsen et al., 2009, 

Forsberg et al., 2005).  

In research done in Sweden with 29 participants, five persons' facial paralysis that was 

discovered at the 2-year mark was still present, 11 participants (38%) had paresthesia, 6 

(21%) had restrictions with their arms, and 15 (52%) had difficulties walking. Compared 

to the general population, the physical dimension of health-related quality of life was 

lower (Forsberg et al., 2012). Even though 75% of GBS patients have positive motor 

outcomes (i.e., ability to walk independently) (Alter, 1990), GBS significantly influences 

daily living activities, employment, social interactions, and health-related quality of life 

between two and six years after the start. This impact continues after this period (Bernsen 

et al., 2001, Forsberg et al., 2005, Hughes & Cornblath, 2005, Khan et al., 2010). Many 

GBS reported issues that had a "slightly" "moderately" or "greatly" negative impact on 

their ability to engage in a variety of daily activities, including physical recreation 

(21.2%), emotional health and mood (17%), entertainment activities (13.6%), social 

activities (12.1%), ability to travel more than 30 minutes (12.1%), and household chores 

(7.6%) (Amatya et al., 2013). 

According to the current study, 16% of GBS survivors said the condition had a moderate 

to the severe negative impact on their ability to engage in work, family, leisure, and social 

activities, and 22% said it had a significant adverse effect on their overall happiness, 

confidence, and ability to live independently (PIPP subscales). These are consistent with 

reports of limitations in participation in employment, social and recreational activities, 

family life, caregiver stress, and everyday activities in other GBS cohorts (Forsberg et al., 
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2005, Demi˙r&KöseoĞlu, 2008, Bersano et al., 2005, Bernsen et al., 1999, Bernsen et al., 

1997).  

In British questionnaire research, over 40% of individuals felt extreme weariness while 

being otherwise healthy or having just minimal symptoms (Davidson et al., 2009). The 

participants in our study talked about not knowing one's potential in the setting of family 

and job and how it was challenging to explain generalized symptoms like energy 

depletion (Forsberg et al., 2014).  

However, 10-20% of GBS patients are believed to be incapacitated owing to muscular 

weakness caused by motor neuron abnormalities. Mortality is reported to occur only very 

rarely within one year of the beginning of GBS (Ko et al., 2017). similar to previous 

research that claims there is no reason to believe in a significant recovery after 2-3 years 

following GBS. Chronic pain (with diverse patterns) and autonomic dysfunction, 

including urgency in urination and constipation, have all been reported (Asbury 

&Cornblath, 1990, Bernsen et al., 1997) 

One study (Bernsen et al., 2002) (n = 70) reported that although 90% of GBS survivors 

recovered completely functionally, 27% still had to make significant modifications in 

their careers, hobbies, or social activities five years later. Furthermore, 44% of GBS 

survivors reported a decrease in leisure and social activities (n = 116) (Bernsen et al., 

2002), and 62% said ongoing detrimental impact upon their (and carers') lives 3–6 years 

later (Bernsen et al., 1999). As medical treatment increases and life expectancy rises, 

health, well-being, and involvement questions become more significant. A recent study of 

variables influencing short-term outcomes (6 months) following GBS (Demi˙r & 

KöseoĞlu, 2008) shows that a worse quality of life (QoL), emotional reactivity, and 
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social isolation are connected with female gender, mechanical ventilation, job, and a 

propensity for depression (Khan et al., 2010).  

Long-term functional status has only been addressed in cross-sectional investigations, 

which have shown residual indications in 31-48% of individuals evaluated at various time 

points from initiation and up to 6 years after that, according to Bernsen et al. (1999). The 

capacity to restore walking ability, which is frequently evaluated using the GBS disability 

score, has been mostly related to a positive result following GBS. In addition to physical 

impairments, studies have revealed increased tiredness and a decline in health-related 

quality of life (HRQL) 3–8 years following the beginning of GBS. 

Despite good functional recovery up to 14 years after GBS (median six years, range 1–

14), according to a recent study (N.=76), 16% of participants continued to report 

moderate to severe impact on work, family, and social activities, and 22% reported 

substantial ongoing effects on mood, confidence, and ability to live independently. Given 

that GBS survivors are frequently young people, the emphasis is on providing integrated 

care to them over a more extended period due to advancements in medical therapies and 

declining mortality rates. It's crucial to control psychological effects on involvement and 

activity over the long term. It is hypothesized that this will be best accomplished through 

multidisciplinary rehabilitative care, which is defined as a problem-solving educational 

process delivering coordinated care with clearly defined goals within a specified time 

period, utilizing at least two disciplines (medicine, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, 

and other allied health professions), and aimed at improving the level of activity 

(function) and participation (Khan et al., 2011).  
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A body that limits. Following the commencement of Guillain-Barre syndrome, the 

participants indicated numerous body constraints that still hindered them in their daily 

activities. They noted a wide range of symptoms, including weakness and sensory 

feelings in their legs and arms, discomfort, and fatigue. In addition to limits in daily 

tasks, they indicated limited opportunities for engagement in society. Standing or walking 

for extended periods of time was characterized as tiring (Forsberg et al., 2014). 

Four of the 29 individuals (14%) in this prospective longitudinal research of a 

population-based cohort of people with GBS had moderate to severe residual impairment 

at ten years following start, determined by a GBS disability score of 2. 50% more people 

experienced mild symptoms like paraesthesia. At the moment of the beginning of GBS 

and at all subsequent evaluation time points, the lower extremities were more severely 

afflicted than the upper ones (Forsberg et al., 2012). 

According to recent research, lingering symptoms might last up to ten years in 25% of 

individuals (Forsberg et al., 2012, Khan et al., 2010, Drory et al., 2012). However, the 

long-term physical and psychological experiences of individuals have not been 

investigated before. The individuals also noted a new type of weariness that limited their 

daily activities. The overpowering sensations of exhaustion and energy loss were stated 

as an unexpected symptom that interfered with and limited their choice of activities 

(Forsberg et al., 2014). 

With improved GBS care and a usually favourable prognosis, problems about long-term 

health, well-being, and involvement become increasingly essential. Over several months, 

the pwGBS discharged into the community has continued to improve (Amatya et al., 

2013). 
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This study will provide fresh light on how people with Guillain-Barre syndrome GBS are 

restricted in their ability to participate in certain occupations after receiving therapy. 

Future scholars can build new research on the foundation of this work because this is the 

first study on occupational participation constraints among community members with 

Guillain-Barre syndrome GBS to be carried out in Bangladesh. And from this research, 

we can have evidence of the Guillain-Barre syndrome post-treatment Occupational 

participation restrictions in the community. 
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CHAPTER Ⅲ: METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure-3.1: Conceptual Framework Modified from Gonclaves Junior et. Al., 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Study Design 

In this study, Investigator used a quantitative study design with a cross-sectional study to 

identify Occupational Participation Restrictions are present among persons with Guillain-

Barre syndrome in the Community. It was the ideal study design for the student 

researcher to collect data since a quantitative study limits the variety of responses, 

collects numerical data, and analyses the data regarding how many or how much 

(Madisha, 2018). Student researchers analysed data over some time. This is similar to a 

snapshot (Setia,2016). To generate statistical conclusions about the target population, a 

cross-sectional design with a quantitative foundation was utilised. A cross-sectional 
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survey gives an overview of a specific population at a particular moment, making it the 

most effective method for determining the prevalence and valuable for determining 

associations. (Cherry, 2022). A standardised questionnaire was used to collect data from 

each participant just once. Cross-sectional research is beneficial for determining the 

relationship between questionnaire variables (Mann, 2003). For this purpose, this study 

used a cross-sectional design that fulfils the aim and objective of the study. 

3.3 Study Setting and Period 

3.3.1 Study Setting 

This study targeted all types of persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome at the Centre for 

the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) those who have taken treatment from CRP. And 

data was collected from the community after taking information from the Centre for the 

Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP). 

3.3.2 Study Period 

The whole study period was between April 2022 to March 2023.  

The data collection period was 1 month, November 2022. 

3.4 Study Participant 

3.4.1 Study Population 

Persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome who were taken treatment from centre for the 

Rehabilitation of the Paralysed CRP. 
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3.4.2 Sampling Technique 

The features of the research are often the sample for a study. Purposive sampling, a type 

of non-probability sampling, was utilized by the researcher to acquire the sample for this 

study. Through the use of purposeful sampling, the researcher is able to contact the 

chosen sample, which primarily meets the researcher's needs and is relevant to the study's 

goal (Crossman, 2020). Purposive sampling is a sampling technique in which the 

researcher uses their opinion and criteria to select people from the population to 

participate in the study (Jordan, 2021). Purposive sampling is also the most time-effective 

and cost-effective technique (Etikan, 2016). So, this sampling design was best for the 

investigator to determine the desirable sample from a large population group. 

3.4.3 Sample Size 

𝑛 =
𝑧2  × 𝑝𝑞

𝑑2
 

𝑛 =
1.962  × 0.5 × 0.5

0.052
 

= 0.9604/0.0025 

= 384.16 

Here, 

n = Sample Size 

z = The standard normal deviate usually set at 1.96 which correspondents to95% 

confidence 
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p=50% = 0.5 

q = (1-p) = 0.5  

𝑑= 0.05; degree of accuracy required (level of significance/ margin of error) 

Data were purposefully collected from 98 respondents to get significant findings. 

3.4.4 Inclusion Criteria 

• Person with Guillain-Barre syndrome who took treatment from the centre 

for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP). 

• As WHODAS 2.0 cannot be administered to anybody under the age of 18, 

it is only available to those who are older than 18. 

• Both male and female with Guillain-Barre syndrome. 

3.4.5 Exclusion Criteria 

• Unwilling person and mentally unstable. 
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3.4.6 Participant Recruitment Process 

Figure-3.2: Participant Recruitment Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Investigator went to the outpatient unit and got permission from the head of the 

department to collect information from the outpatient department database. After then 

collected the information from database (Name, Age, Sex, Date of injury, Year of leave 

and contact numbers) of the participants. Potential participants were identified based on 

the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

According to the Nuremberg code (1947) and the Helsinki act (1975), there is some 

ethical consideration for all types of research such as medical and social research (Who, 

2001). The researcher some ethical considerations according to the Nuremberg code 

(1947) and the Helsinki act (1975) these are given below: 

Outpatient Unit 
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• Before conducting the research investigator took permission from the Institutional 

Ethical Review Board of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). 

• Then permission was first taken from the centre for the Rehabilitation of the 

Paralysed (CRP). 

• All the participants were informed about the purpose, aim and objective of the 

study and it will be ensured that the study will not be harmful for them. 

• Researcher used the WHODAS 2.0 scale, consent from, information sheet in 

preferable language (Bangla and English) with the participants. 

• Investigator built rapport with respondent before interview. Respondent were 

informed about several key things. 

• The study, its purpose, benefit, and risk associated with the study and verbal 

consent was taken. 

• The researcher committed the participants all information not to share with others 

expect supervisor. 

• Researcher was ensuring that the confidentiality is maintained of every 

information about the participants. 

3.5.1Consent Form IRB 

At first ethical clearance has been sought from Institutional Ethical Review Board by 

presenting the purpose of the study, through the Department of Occupational Therapy, of 

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). After receiving the clearance 

(CRP/BHPI/IRB/09/22/638) from the board, the student researcher continued the further 

process. The student investigator also took permission from the OT outpatient department 
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of CRP before taking the participant’s information. For using the Bangla Version of the 

WHODAS 2.0 questionnaire. 

3.5.2 Informed Consent 

The student researcher informed the participants of the study's goal and gathered data 

from those who were willing to do so. The participants' verbal consent was collected 

while they were being questioned on the phone. Then their data have been taken. 

3.5.3 Right of Refused to participant or withdraw 

Participants in this study had the option of participating or not. They also have the option 

to withdraw from the research within two weeks following the interview. 

3.5.4 Confidentiality 

The information provided by the participants was confidential. As stated on the 

information sheet, their name and identity were kept from everyone except for the 

supervisor. The participants were informed that their identity would remain confidential 

for future, such as report writing, publication, conference, or any other written and verbal 

discussion.  

3.5.5 Unequal Relationship 

The student investigator r did not know those participants personally. So, there was no 

unequal or power relationship between the student researcher and the participants. 
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3.5.6 Risk and Beneficence 

The participants did not have any risk and did not get any beneficence from this study. 

The interview session was conducted over the phone, so participants did not need to 

come anywhere. They quickly participated in this study by staying at their home. 

3.6 Data collection 

3.6.1 Data Collection Method 

The telephone survey was used to acquire the data. Participants were communicated over 

phone because face to face interview was not possible for the student researcher as the 

participant were from different districts of Bangladesh. So, telephone survey helped to 

collect data within short time from different districts (O'Toole et al., 2008). Data 

collection is not possible by traveling to different districts of Bangladesh in a short 

period of time. And travel is very expensive for researchers. So, data has been taken 

over the phone. 

The participants did not have any risk. Nowadays, phone-call interviews become more 

interesting for collecting information. Because of this interview, many people can be 

conducted, data can be collected quickly, and mobile phone is available. For this, a 

telephone interview is fit for this study because the student investigator did not get any 

beneficence from this study. The interview session was conducted over the phone, so 

participants did not need to come anywhere. They quickly participated in this study by 

staying at their home. 
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At first, the student investigator took permission from the Occupational Therapy 

Department and Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Bangladesh Health Professions 

Institute (BHPI) and collected the patient's details. For conducting a telephone interview, 

at first, the student researcher would verbally present the details of the study, such as the 

study's aim, objectives and purpose, then explain the rights, roles, benefits and 

importance of the written consent form descriptively to participants before collecting 

data. Then they had the opportunity to ask questions about the study and whether they 

were interested in participating. Verbal, recorded consent of the participant was taken as 

evidence. Once consent was received, the student researcher read the instructions for the 

questionnaires and collected data. The interview session was in Bengali, and the 

interview session call was recorded by cell phone. The mean time of the interview was 

15~25 minutes. 

3.6.2 Data Collection Instrument 

The Institutional Review Committee of the "Bangladesh Health Professions Institute" 

(BHPI) first granted the researcher's request for ethical approval and authorized the 

research plan. The WHO WHODAS website offered the WHODAS 2.0 Questionnaire for 

free. The researcher obtained additional data from the CRP, including the participant's 

phone number. A cell phone was used to identify the study population based on inclusion 

and exclusion criteria. The researcher had set each participant's date and time for the data 

collection. Following confirmation, the investigator calls the participant to gather data 

over the phone. Every participant had a 15–25-minute interview with the researcher. 
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WHODAS 2.0 is a questionnaire that uses an interview to administer a 36-item version of 

WHODAS 2.0 that covers six categories and measures the degree of functioning that are- 

Domain 1: Cognition 

D1.1. Concentrating on doing something for ten minutes? 

D1.2. Remembering to do important things? 

D 1.3. Analysing and finding solutions to problems in day-to-day life?  

D 1.4. Learning a new task, for example, learning how to get to a new place?  

D1.5. Generally understanding what people say ?  

D1.6. Starting and maintaining a conversation? 

Domain 2: Mobility 

D 2.1. Standing for long periods such as 30 minutes? 

D 2.2. Standing up from sitting down? 

D 2.3. Moving around inside your home? 

D 2.4. Getting out of your home? 

D 2.5. Walking a long distance such as a kilometer [or equivalent]? 

Domain 3: Self-care 

D 3.1. Washing your whole body? 
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D 3.2. Getting dressed?  

D 3.3. Eating?  

D 3.4. Staying by yourself for a few days? 

Domain 4: Getting along 

D 4.1. Dealing with people you do not know?  

D 4.2. Maintaining a friendship?  

D 4.3. Getting along with people who are close to you?  

D 4.4. Making new friends? 

 D 4.5. Sexual activities? 

Domain 5: Life activities  

D 5.1. Taking care of your household responsibilities?  

D 5.2. Doing your most important household tasks well?  

D 5.3. Getting all the household work done that you needed to do? 

D 5.4. Getting your household work done as quickly as needed?  

D 5.5. Your day-to-day work/school?  

D 5.6. Doing your most important work/school tasks well?  
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D 5.7. Getting all the work done that you need to do?  

D 5.8. Getting your work done as quickly as needed?  

D 5.9. Have you had to work at a lower level because of a health condition?  

D 5.10. Did you earn less money as the result of a health condition? 

Domain 6: Participation 

D 6.1. How much of a problem did you have joining in community activities (for 

example, festivities, religious or other activities) in the same way as anyone else can?  

D 6.2. How much of a problem did you have because of barriers or hindrances in the 

world around you?  

D 6.3. How much of a problem did you have living with dignity because of the 

attitudes and actions of others?  

D 6.4. How much time did you spend on your health condition or its consequences?  

D 6.5. How much have you been emotionally affected by your health condition?  

D 6.6. How much has your health been a drain on the financial resources of you or 

your family? 

D 6.7. How much of a problem did your family have because of your health problems?  

D 6.8. How much of a problem did you have in doing things by yourself for relaxation 

or pleasure? 
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The investigator takes over phone calls to collect data. In this study WHODAS 2.0 

questionnaire was used as a data collection tool. WHODAS 2.0 World Health 

Organization Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0 (0-100, higher = greater activity 

limitations and participation restrictions). 

3.7 Data Management and Analysis 

In this research, descriptive statistics were calculated by demographic and factors of 

relation inventory. Descriptive statistics describe, organize and summarize the data and 

include frequencies, percentages, description of central tendency, and descriptive of 

relative relations. All data was managed through data entry, and analysis was performed 

using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 25, by using the 

descriptive statistic method and Microsoft excels spreadsheet. The presentation of data 

was organized in SPSS and Microsoft Office Word. All data input was given within the 

variable of SPSS. Specific findings were described in the bar, pie chart, and different 

tables, which were easily understandable for the reader. 

3.8 Quality Control and Quality Assurance 

Quality control was ensured following the data management cycle. The student 

investigators focused on the measures to be taken during data collection. Information 

gathering is an essential part of the data life cycle. Firstly, the student investigator 

gathered information appropriately. After taking all the data, the data entry process was 

correctly completed. Quality control and quality assurance prevent errors and ensure data 

quality before it is entered, analysed, and maintained throughout the study. The student 
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investigator randomly monitored some data to ensure everything was correct in the data 

entry. After that, the data analysis process was completed according to scale instructions 

and supervisor guidelines. The student investigator took responsibility for the 

transparency of the study. And maintained proper documentation and used all the 

documentation according to supervisor guidelines. Student investigators responsibly 

stored the study documents (Stobierski, 2021). 
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CHAPTER Ⅳ: RESULTS 

 

Findings of the Study 

The following chapter details the findings of occupational participation and restrictions 

among persons with Guillain Barre Syndrome including socio-demographic 

characteristics. A valid response for each question was used.  

1. Descriptive Analysis: This analysis was used to describe the basic features of the 

data in a study. This analysis does simple summaries of the sample and the 

measures. Here the descriptive analysis was used to describe the Living situation 

at the time of the interview, Age, Sex, Educational status, Marital status & Work 

status, which were predictors or independent variables. 

4.1Socio-demographic Characteristic among the person with Guillain Barre 

syndrome (GBS) 

Table 4.1: To find out the Socio-demographic Characteristic among the person with 

Guillain Barre syndrome (GBS) 

Variable Characteristics Frequency (n) Percentage% 

 

Sex 

Male 79 80.6 

Female 

 

19 19.4 

 

 

Age 

18-30 Years 36 36.7 

31-43 Years 31 31.6 

44-56 Years 23 23.3 

57-69 Years 8 8.2 

 

 

 

 

Education 

Graduate 38 38.8 

Secondary 23 23.5 

Higher Secondary 13 13.3 

Primary 11 11.2 

Signature  7.1 7.1 

Diploma 4 4.1 

Illiterate 2 2.0 
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Marital 

Status 

Married 74 75.5 

Unmarried 22 22.4 

Separate 1 1.0 

Divorce 

 

1 1.0 

Living Area Urban 61 62.2 

Rural 37 37.8 

 

 

 

Occupation 

Paid Worker 30 30.6 

Unemployment 15 15.3 

Self- employment 14 14.3 

Student 14 14.3 

Housewife 14 14.3 

Others 7 7.1 

Retried 4 4.1 

 

Symptoms of 

GBS 

Sudden weakness 52 53.1 

Unknown 29 29.6 

Loose bowels 11 11.2 

Fever & Cold 6 6.1 

Others 

Neurological 

Condition 

No 94 95.9 

Yes 4 4.1 

 

Table 4.1-Descriptive analysis Test showed that a total of 98 participants were selected. 

Most of them were male, 80.6%(n=79), and female, 19.4% (n=19).  

 Among 98 participants aged between 18 to 30 years people were 36.7% (n=36), 31 to 43 

years were 31.6% (n=31), 44 to 56 years were 23.3% (n=23), 57 to 69 years were 8.2% 

(n=8). 

Among 98 participants, Graduate are 38.8% (n=38) and 2.0% (n=2) participants are 

illiterate, 23.5% (n=23) participants have secondary education, 23.3% (n=23) participants 

have completed higher secondary education, 11.2% (n=11) participants had primary 

education, 4.1% (n=4) participants had diploma education and 7.1% (n=7) participants 

can signature.  
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Among 98 participants, most of the participants were married, 75.5% (n=74), Unmarried 

participants were 22.4% (n=22), and 1% participant are separated (n=1) and divorced 

(n=1). Most of the participants were paid workers 30.6% (n=30), Unemployment 15.3% 

(n=15) and students 14.3% (n=14),14.3% (n=14) participants were housewives,14.3% 

(n=14), participants were retried 4.1% (n=4) 7.1% (n=7) were others.  

Among 98 participants who have been symptoms of GBS, 53.1% (n=52) felt sudden 

weakness, Unknow causes 29.6% (n=29), loose bowels 11.2% (n=11), 6.1% (n=6), Fever 

& Cold.  

Among 98 participants, 62.2% (n=61) lived in Urban areas, and 37.8% (n=37) lived in 

rural areas.  

Among 98 participants. 95.9 (n=94) had a neurological condition, and 4.1% (n=4) had no 

neurological condition.  

4.2 According to the Relation of Variables (SEX) 

Table 4.2 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (SEX) 

Variable  Occupational 

Participation and 

Restriction (Mean Score) 

df F P value 

Sex  

1 

 

.238 

 

.626 Male 22.47 

Female 19.93 

 

Table – 4.2 One-way ANOVA Test indicates that, according to sex, males had 22.47% 

occupational participation and restrictions, females had 19.25% activity limitations and 
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participation restrictions, and the P value of sex was .626. The f value was .238, and the 

df value was 1. 

4.3 According to the Relation of Variables (AGE) 

Table- 4.3 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (AGE) 

Variable  Occupational 

Participation and 

Restriction (Mean Score) 

df F P value 

Age (Years)  

 

3 

 

 

1.674 

 

 

.178 

18 to 30 16.72 

31 to 43 18.19 

44 to 56 26.12 

57 to 69 29.34 

 

According to age,57-69 years old have the most (29.34%) occupational participation and 

restrictions. 44-56 years old scored 26.12% in occupational participation and restrictions, 

followed by 18-30 years had 16.72%, and 31-43 years old had 18.19 occupational 

participation and restrictions. And the P value of age was .167. And F value was 1.674, 

and the df value was 3. 
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4.4 According to the Relation of Variables (Educational Status) 

Table 4.4 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (Educational Status) 

Variable  Occupational Participation and 

Restriction (Mean Score) 

df F P 

value 

Educational Status  

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

 

2.137 

 

 

 

 

.057 

Primary 30.62 

Secondary 17.29 

Higher_Secondary 

Graduate 

Diploma 

12.62 

19.41 

23.36 

Signature 22.51 

Illiterate 30.62 

 

Education status had a .057 significant factor, where illiterate people had more 

occupational participation and restrictions at 57.06%. Those with primary education had 

30.62%, secondary education had 17.29%, and Higher Secondary had 12.62% 

occupational participation and restrictions. Those who had diploma educational status had 

23.36% occupational participation and restrictions, and graduate people had 19.41%. 

People who can sign had 22.51% occupational participation and restrictions. And F value 

was 2.137, and the df value was 6. 
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4.5 According to the Relation of Variables (Living Area) 

Table 4.5 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (Living Area) 

Variable  Occupational 

Participation and 

Restriction (Mean Score) 

df F P value 

Living Area  

1 

 

1.470 

 

.228 Rural 23.61 

Urban 18.49 

 

The P value of Living Area was .228 Where people lived in rural areas had 23.61% 

occupational participation and restrictions; subsequently, persons with Guillain Barre 

syndrome GBS in Urban had 18.49% occupational participation and restrictions. And F 

value was 1.470, and the df value was 1. 

4.6 According to the Relation of Variables (Marital Status) 

Table 4.6 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (Marital Status) 

Variable  Occupational 

Participation and 

Restriction (Mean 

Score) 

df F P value 

Marital Status  

 

3 

 

 

7.147 

 

 

. 000 

Married 20.07 

Unmarried 12.37 

Separated 36.95 

Divorced 100 
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Marital Status had .000 significance, where separated persons with GBS had 36.95%, 

married had 20.07%, Unmarried had 12.37%, and divorced had 100% occupational 

participation and restrictions. And F value was 7.147, and the df value was 3. 

4.7 According to the Relation of Variables (Occupation) 

Table 4.7 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (Occupation) 

Variable  Occupational Participation and 

Restriction (Mean Score) 

df F P 

value 

Occupation  

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

 

6.427 

 

 

 

 

.000 

Paid Worker 13.43 

Unemployment 36.44 

Self- 

employment 

15.83 

Student 13.66 

Housewife 23.59 

Others 12.10 

Retried 55.97 

 

The p-value of work status was .000 concerning occupational participation and 

restrictions. At the same time, retried had 55.97% occupational participation and 

restrictions. Unemployed people had 36.44%, Self-employment had 15.83%, Students 

had 13.66% occupational participation and restrictions, and Housewives had 23.59% 

occupational participation and restrictions. The paid workers had 13.43% occupational 

participation and restrictions. And Others had 12.10% occupational participation and 

restrictions. And F value was 6.427, and the df value was 6. 
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4.8 According to the Relation of Variables (Others Neurological Condition) 

Table 4.8 Activity Limitations and Participation Restrictions according to the 

Relation of Variables (Others Neurological Condition) 

Variable  Occupational 

Participation and 

Restriction (Mean 

Score) 

df F P value 

Others Neurological Condition  

1 

 

8.131 

 

.005 Yes 47.82 

No 19.25 

 

According to Neurological Conditions, those with Neurological Conditions had 47.82% 

occupational participation and restrictions, and those with no Neurological Conditions 

had 19.25% occupational participation and restrictions. And F value was 8.131, and the 

df value was 1. 

This indicates that occupational participation and restrictions in the community 

significantly impact marital status, work status and who has neurological conditions. 

WHODAS 2.0 score indicates not only the overall disability score but also occupational 

participation and restrictions. The table shows that there is a relationship between 

predictors or independent variables (age, sex, educational status, marital status, living 

area, work status, causes of GBS and other neurological conditions) and dependent 

variable (WHODAS 2.0 score) where occupational participation and restrictions in the 

community have a significant impact on marital status, work status and who had 

neurological conditions. 
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CHAPTER Ⅴ: DISCUSSION 

 

This cross-sectional study investigated occupational participation and restrictions among 

the person with Guillain-Barre syndrome. The participants were taken from the 

community in Bangladesh. The study identifies demographic characteristics, an 

association between demographic characteristics and Occupational participation and 

restrictions in daily activities. 

5.1 Demographic Details of participants 

A total of 98 participants were taken for the study. The study participants comprised 

80.6% (n=79) Male and 19.4% (n=19) Female. Here show that most of the participants 

were Male. Their age range from 18 to 34 years person was 36.7% (n=36), 31 to 43 years 

person was 31.6% (n=31), 44 to 56 years person with 23.3% (n=23) and 57 to 69 years 

person with 8.2% (n=8). 

Most participants in the study were Graduates, 38.8% (n=38). Followed by Secondary 

completed were 23.5% (n=23), Higher Secondary degree had 13.3% (n=13), Primary had 

11.2% (n=11), Can Signature had 7.1% (n=7), Diploma completed 4.1% (n=4) and 

illiterate 2.0% (n=2). Among 98 participants, most participants were married, 75.5% 

(n=74). Unmarried were 22.4% (n=22). And separate and divorce were 1.0% (n=1). 

Among the 98 participants, most of the person were lived in the Urban area, 62.25 

(n=61), and 37.8% (n=38) people lived in the Urban area. 

This study showed that Paid workers 30.6% (n=30) occupied the top position among all 

other occupations. 15.3% (n=15) of people were occupied with unemployment. Students 

were 14.3% (n=14), 14.3% (n=14) people were occupied with self-employment and with 
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occupied housewives were 14.3% (n=14). 4.1% (n=4) of people were retired, and 7.1% 

(n=7) were Others. 

In this study, 53.1% (n=52) of people had sudden weakness before contracting Guillain-

Barre syndrome. 29.6% (n=29) of people don't know any symptoms and causes before 

contracting Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS). 11.2% (n=11) of people had a fever and 

cold before contracting Guillain-Barre syndrome. 

Among 98 participants, most participants had 95.9% (n=94) had no other neurological 

conditions, and 4.1% (n=4) people had neurological disorders. 

5.2 Activity limitations and participation restrictions among participants 

WHODAS 2.0 score indicates not only the overall disability score but also Occupational 

(activity) participation and restrictions. Educational status, age and the living situation at 

the time of the interview describe occupational participation and restrictions among 

persons with Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS). 

More information and published work needed to be published about Occupational 

(activity) participation and restrictions in Bangladesh or countries from the region. It was 

a telephone survey with a response rate of 54.4%. From the analysis of 98 respondents, 

Marital Status (p<.000), Occupation (p<.000) and Neurological Condition (p<.005) were 

more significant.  

In this study, among 98 participants, where most of the participants have occupational 

participation and restrictions in Occupation. They face restrictions while working and in 

their occupations. Most of the participants were unemployed, 36.44% had occupational 

participation and restrictions, and housewives had 23.59%. Physical limits affect 20%-

30% of patients, while long-term changes in work, hobbies, and social activities affect 
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27%-37% of patients. (Akanuwe et al., 2020) The majority of GBS patients have chronic 

fatigue, pain, and other unpleasant symptoms. According to studies, it was associated 

with activity limitation and negative quality of life in 60-80% of the patient group (De 

Vries et al., 2010). 

In another study, 50% of patients may have persistent neurological abnormalities, and 

15% may have lingering functional deficits (Desforges & Ropper, 1992). In this research 

finding, 4.1% of participants have neurological conditions, and 47.82% have 

occupational participation and restrictions. 95.9% of participants have no neurological 

conditions, but 19.25% % have occupational participation and restrictions. 

According to one research (Bernsen et al., 2002) (n = 70), although 90% of GBS 

survivors recovered totally functionally, 27% still had to make substantial changes in 

their employment, hobbies, or social activities five years later. In addition, 44% of GBS 

survivors reported a reduction. (n = 116) in leisure and social activities (Bernsen et al., 

2002), and 62% express persistent negative influence on their (and caregivers') lives 3-6 

years later (Bernsen et al., 1999). According to recent research (N=76), 16% of 

participants continued to have a moderate to intense impact on Occupation, family, and 

social activities. In comparison, 22% reported a significant impact on mood, confidence, 

and capacity to live independently (Khan et al., 2011). It is frequently connected with 

decreased quality of life and increased activity limitations (Forsberg et al., 2012). A 

patient's ability to accomplish daily life activities is affected by functional independence 

and total impairment. 

GBS survivors reported significant limitations in energy, emotional reactivity, sleep, pain 

and social isolation (compared with controls). They identified female gender, lower 
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education status and social isolation as factors associated (Khan et al., 2010). In this 

study, gender and education status have not been associated with limitations and 

restrictions. 33% of GBS survivors reported difficulty focusing attention and making 

decisions but, in this study, have not found difficulty in concentration and making 

decisions and participants have cognitive problems. Variables include the individual's 

health, the disease's impact on the structure and functions of the body, the patient's ability 

to participate given the disease's effects, activities the patient is able or wants to engage 

in, as well as environmental and personal factors of the individual, the institution 

providing care, and the social implications of each variable. A multidisciplinary treatment 

team is already treating GBS. Therefore, this conceptual framework is relevant to the 

study topic since it allows for the assessment of the ability to conduct activities, 

constraints on participation, and psychological repercussions for the recovered individual. 

Because this uncommon condition has a spontaneous and devastating physiological effect 

on the body, the disease variable was relevant to the conceptual framework and the 

integrative review. 

The demyelination of peripheral nerves causes a growing inability of neuromuscular 

signaling to occur, resulting in the inability to participate in daily activities regardless of 

past fitness or health. Factors influencing activity constraints and participation include 

muscle strength, walking ability, weariness, capacity to do ADLs, and psychological 

state. Four participants (14%) showed a GBS-related dependency in ADL (Forsberg et 

al., 2012). This study shows that living area and educational status with Occupational 

participation and restrictions have no association. 
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This study would indicate that marital status, occupation, and previous neurological 

condition are the key contributions to Occupational participation and restriction among 

persons with GBS. 
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CHAPTER Ⅵ: CONCLUSION 

6.1 Strengths and limitations 

6.1.1 Strengths 

• Relatively fast and inexpensive  

• No waiting time to see the outcome.  

• No loss to follow up. 

• Provide the prevalence of a diseases or a risk factor. 

• First step for investigation  

• WHODAS 2.0 Bangla Already validated and free to use. 

• The student researcher could have a wide geographical variation of 

participants, as it was a telephone survey. 

• The study was time effective. 

6.1.2 Limitations 

• The main Limitation of the study  there was so little relevant literature or 

articles about “Occupational participation and restrictions among GBS 

patients. 

• Difficult to establish casual relationships. 

• Impractical for the study of rare diseases or risk factors from a general 

population. 

• Susceptible to prevalence/incidence bias. 
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• In this study, the investigator only took seven independent variables; there 

should be more variables to find out demographic factors that had been 

linked to Occupational participation and restrictions. 

• This study is an academic research project, and the investigator got only a 

couple of months to conduct the study, so the sample was purposefully 

selected. This study was conducted in Community, with information 

collected from the CRP Outpatient unit and GBS persons returned to the 

Bangladesh community. But time was short, and the investigator needed 

help to collect data from the other institutes. 

• The telephone response rate was low. 

• Several invalid phone numbers were in the database, making it difficult to 

contact the whole population. 

• The lack of visual elements made it difficult to establish a connection with 

the respondent. 

• Despite three tries, several people have yet to answer the phone. 

• Some people give time but then do not answer the phone. 

 

6.2 Practice Implication 

• Occupational therapists can modify the environment for persons with GBS after 

knowing the reasons that affect the community participation of GBS patients. And 

for this modification of the environment, GBS persons can independently live 

their life by overcoming their barriers. 
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• The existing rehabilitation practises should be developed by occupational 

therapists and other professionals who work with GBS patients since they are 

crucial for the creation of new treatment approaches so that they can benefit 

properly in their lives after recovery. 

• The Occupational Therapists should be the advocate of their patient in the 

community. They should be aware of the family as well as the living community 

of the GBS patient. 

6.2.1 Recommendations 

• Given that this is the first study from Bangladesh to determine the demographic 

characteristics of occupational participation and restrictions among about 

Guillain-Barre syndrome GBS patients, the current findings need to be 

reproduced in other populations with about Guillain-Barre syndrome GBS 

patients in different hospitals and communities in Bangladesh. 

• More research has to be done in this area if it is even possible. Since there isn't 

much literature about Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) in our country. 

• Therefore, more socio-demographic data will be helpful in future studies to 

comprehend how occupational participation and restrictions change over time for 

about Guillain-Barre syndrome GBS patients. 

• It is suggested that any researchers who wish to continue this study expands the 

participant count and select respondents of both genders (male and female). 

Researchers advised participants to travel the entire country of Bangladesh. 
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6.3 Conclusion 

The purpose of the study was to identify Occupational Participation Restrictions among 

persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome in the Community. This is the first report on 

Occupational participation and restrictions among persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome 

in Bangladesh. Guillain-Barre syndrome causes impairment of all aspects of Quality of 

life. So, people with Guillain-Barre syndrome face difficulty to adjust their life after 

Guillain-Barre syndrome. They face various problems in their daily life activities due to 

Guillain-Barre syndrome. Occupation, marital status and neurological condition as 

essential factors associated with Occupational participation and restrictions among 

Guillain-Barre syndromes. The outcomes of this study may deliver some helpful 

information for the development of evidence-based interventions. There is a great need to 

develop interventions based on rehabilitation services according to age. Moreover, 

community people will be in focus while developing interventions for Occupational 

participation and restrictions among persons with Guillain-Barre syndrome. 
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Appendix B: 

Informal Consent form in English 

Code no: 

Participants Information and Consent sheet 

Research topic: Identifying activity and participation limitation among person with 

Guillain-Barre syndrome at Community in Bangladesh. A cross sectional study. 

Researcher: KM Iftakher Aftab Badhon, B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy (4th year), 

Session: 2015-1026, Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). 

Supervisor: Kaniz Fatema, Lecturer in Occupational Therapy, Department of 

Occupational Therapy, Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). 

Place of Research: The study will be conducted in the community in Bangladesh. 

 

Part-1 Information sheet: 

Introduction: 

I am KM Iftakher Aftab Badhon of 4th year B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy session 2017-

2018 studying under the Medicine Faculty of Dhaka University in Bangladesh Health 

Professions Institute. To complete B.Sc. in Occupational therapy from BHPI conduct a 

research project is mandatory. This research project will be done under the supervision of 

Kaniz Fatema, Lecturer in Occupational Therapy. The purpose of the research project is 

the collection of data and how it will be related to the research project is the collection of 

data and how it will be related to the research, and this will be presented to you in detail 

through this participant paper. If you are willing to participate in this research, in that 

case the clear idea about the research topic will be easier for decision making. Of course, 

you do not have to make sure you participate now. Before taking any decision, you can 

discuss with your relatives, or guardian about this. On the other hand, after reading the 

information sheet if the participants problem to understand the content or if you need to 

know more about something, you can freely ask. 

Research Background and Objectives: 

In this research, all person with Guillain-Barre syndrome who lives in Bangladesh will 

be invited to participate. As part of this, you are also invited to participate in the 

research project. It is not possible to know how many Guillain-Barre syndrome person 

lives in Bangladesh. Person with Guillain-Barre syndrome faces difficulties in daily 

activities, social and productive activities. The actual purpose of the study is to evaluate 

the extent of activity and participation limitation among persons with Guillain-Barre 

syndrome in the community. We think it will be helpful to fill - up the purpose of this 
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study through your effective participation. It will make the service more effective for 

person with Guillain-Barre syndrome with research result. 

 

 

Let’s know the about topic related to participation in this research work: 

Before singing the consent form from you, the details of managing the research project 

will be presented to you in detail through this participation note. If you want to 

participate in this study, you will have to sing the agreement. If you ensure the 

participation, a copy of your consent will be given. After a representative of collection 

data till by the researcher will go to you. At any given time taken from you by a 

question paper information will be collected. Your participation in this research project 

is optional. If you do not agree, then you do not have to participate. Despite your 

consent, you can withdraw your participation at any time without giving any 

explanation to the researcher. 

The benefits and risk of participants: 

You will not get any benefit directly to participate in this research project. Participation 

in this study can lead to many difficulties in your daily work. However, we are hopeful 

that the benefits direct from the results of this research will remove the disadvantages. 

Don't worry about the questions that may know about your identity, it's a request. 

Patient’s name, address will not be included in the data analysis software to reduce the 

risk of uncover identity 

Confidentialities of information: 

By signing this agreement, you are allowing the research staff to study this research 

project to collect and use your personal resources. Any information gathered for this 

research project. which can identify you, will be confidential. The information collected 

about you will be mentioned in a symbolic way. Only the concerned researcher and 

supervisor will be able to access this information directly. Symbolic ways identified 

data will be used for the next data analysis. Information sheets will be kept into a 

locked drawer. Electronics version of data will be collected in BHPI's Occupational 

Therapy department and researcher's personal laptop. It is expected that the results of 

this research project will be published and presented in different forums. In any 

publication and presentation, the information will be provided in such a way that you 

cannot be identified in any way without your consent. Data will be initially collected in 

papers. 
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Information about promotional result:  

The result of this study will be published in various social media, websites, conference, 

discussion, and reviewed journals. 

 

Participants Fees: 

There is no stimulus and remuneration for participation in this study. 

 

Source of funding to manage research: 

The cost of this research will be spent entirely by researchers own funds. This study 

will be done in small areas and no money come from external source. 

 

Information about withdrawal from participation:  

Despite your consent, you can withdraw your participation at any time without giving 

any explanation to the researcher. If the information can be used after the cancellation, 

its permission will be mentioned in the participant's withdrawal letter (application only 

volunteer withdrawal) 

 

Contact address with the researcher:  

If you have any question about the research, you can ask me now or latter. If you wish 

to ask question later, you may contact any of following: KM Iftakher Aftab Badhon, 

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy, Department of Occupational Therapy and 

Contact number:01629092116.  

Complains: 

If there is any complaint regarding the conduct of this research project, contact with the 

Association of Ethics (77454645). This proposal has been reviewed by institutional 

Review Board (IRB), Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP,Savar, 

Dhaka-1343, Bangladesh, which is committee whose task it is to make sure that 

research participants are protected from harm. If you wish to find about more about the 

IBR, contact Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP, Savar, Dhaka-1343, 

Bangladesh. 
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Participant’s Withdrawal Form 

(Applicable only for voluntary withdrawal) 

 

Preseason for   withdrawal: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………. 

Whether permission to previous information is used? 

Yes/No 

 

 

 

Participant’s Name:  

Participant’s Signature:                                    

                                                            Date: …………………………… 
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Informal Consent form in Bengali  

ক োড ন ংঃ                                   

পর্ব ১ তথ্যপত্র: 

আমি ক  এি ইফতেখোর আফেোব বোধন, ঢো ো মবশ্বমবদ্যোলত়ে মিম ৎসো অনুষতদ্র অধীতন বো লোতদ্শ কেলথ্ 

প্রতফশন্স ইনমিটিউতে মব.এস.মস. ইন অকুতেশনোল কেরোমে মবভোতে ৪ েথ বতষথর ছোত্র  মেতসতব স্নোে  মশক্ষো 

 োর্থক্রি ( ২০১৭-২০১৮ ই  ) কসশতন অধয়েনরে আমছ । মবএইিমেআই কেত  অকুতেশনোল কেরোমে মব.এস.মস 

মশক্ষো  োর্থক্রিটি সম্পন্ন  রোর জনয এ টি েতবষনো প্র ল্প েমরিোলনো  রো বোধযেোিূল  । এই েতবষণো প্র ল্পটি 

অকুতেশনোল কেরোমে মবভোতের প্রভোষ   োমনজ ফোতেিো'র েত্ত্বোবধো়েতন সম্পন্ন  রো েতব । এই অ শগ্রেন োরী 

েেযেতত্রর িোধযতি েতবষণোর প্র ল্পটির উতেশয , উেোত্ত স গ্রতের প্রণোলী ও েতবষণোটির সোতে স মিষ্ট মবষ়ে 

ম ভোতব রমক্ষে েতব েো মবস্তোমরে ভোতব আেনোর  োতছ উেস্থোেন  রো েতব । র্মদ্ এই েতবষণো়ে অ শগ্রেন 

 রতে আেমন ইচু্ছ  েোত ন , কসতক্ষতত্র এই েতবষণোর সমৃ্পক্ত মবষ়ে সম্পত থ  স্বচ্ছ ধোরনো েো তল মসদ্ধোন্ত গ্রেন 

সেজের েতব । অবশয এখন আেনোর অ শগ্রেন আিোতদ্র মনমিে  রতে েতব নো । কর্ ক োন মসদ্ধোন্ত গ্রেতনর 

েূতবথ , র্মদ্ িোন েোেতল আেনোর আত্মী়ে স্বজন , বনু্ধ অেবো আস্থোভোজন কর্ োতরো সোতে এই বযোেোতর আতলোিনো 

 তর মনতে েোতরন । অেরেতক্ষ , অ শগ্রেন োরী েেযেত্রটি েত়ে , র্মদ্ ক োন মবষ়েবস্তু বুঝতে সিসযো ে়ে 

অেবো র্মদ্ ক োন ম ছু সম্পত থ  আতরো কবমশ জোনোর প্রত়েোজন ে়ে , েতব মনমবথ ধো়ে প্রশ্ন  রতে েোতরন । 

গবর্ষণার প্রেক্ষাপট ও উবেশ্যঃ 

এই েতবষণো কে বো লোতদ্তশ বসবোস োরী স ল গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি (মজমবএস) আক্রোন্ত বযমক্ততদ্র আিন্ত্রণ 

জোনোতনো েতব । এর অ শ মেসোতব , আেনোত ও উক্ত েতবষণো প্র তল্প অ শগ্রেতণর জনয আিন্ত্রণ জোনোতনো েতব 

। এেো জোনো সম্ভব ন়ে কর্  েজন গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি  (মজমবএস) আক্রোন্ত বযমক্ত বো লোতদ্তশ রত়েতছন । গুতলন–

বোমর মসনতরোি  (মজমবএস) আক্রোন্ত বযমক্তর দদ্নমিন সোিোমজ  ও কেশোেে  োর্থোবলীতে অ শগ্রেতণ সীিোবদ্ধেো 

রত়েতছ । েতবষণোটির সোধোরণ উতেশয েল : গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি  (মজমবএস)  আক্রোন্ত বযমক্ততদ্র কবোধশমক্ত , 

িলোতফরো , মনতজর র্ত্ন , িোনুতষর সোতে িোমনত়ে িলো , জীবন র্োেন প্রণোলী ( েৃেোস্থলী  োর্থোবলী , কেশোেে বো 

সু্কতলর  োজ িথ ) , সোিোমজ  অ শগ্রেতণ সীিোবদ্ধেো গুলো েমরিোে  রো । আেনোর  োর্থ রী অ শগ্রেণ 

েতবষণোর উতেশয েূরতণ সেো়েেো  রতব বতল আিরো আশোবোদ্ী । এই েতবষণোর ফলোফল গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি  

(মজমবএস)  আক্রোন্ত বযমক্ততদ্র মিম ৎসো কসবো আরও  োর্থ র  তর েুলতব । 

এই গবর্ষনা কমটিবত অংশ্গ্রহবনর সাবথ্ সমৃ্পক্ত বর্ষয়সমূহ বক প্রস সম্পবকব  জানা যাকঃ 

আেনোর কেত  অনুিমেেতত্র স্বোক্ষর কনবোর আতে , এই অ শগ্রেন োরী েেযেতত্রর িোধযতি েতবষনো প্র ল্পটির 

েমরিোলনো  রোর েেযসিূে মবস্তোমরে ভোতব আেনোর  োতছ উেস্থোেন  রো েতব । আেমন র্মদ্ এই েতবষণো়ে 

অ শগ্রেন  রতে িোন , েোেতল সম্মমেেতত্র আেনোত  স্বোক্ষর  রতে েতব । আেমন র্মদ্ সোক্ষর জ্ঞোন সম্পন্ন নো 
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েন বো অনয ক োন  োরতন স্বোক্ষর প্রদ্োতন বযেথ েন , কসতক্ষতত্র আেনোর  োছ কেত  এ জন স্বোক্ষীর উেমস্থমেতে 

বৃদ্ধোঙু্গমলর ছোে সম্মমে েতত্র কনও়েো েতব । আেমন অ শগ্রেন মনমিে  রতল , আেনোর স রক্ষতনর জনয 

সম্মমেেত্রটির এ টি অনুমলমে মদ্ত়ে কদ়্েো েতব । েরবেীতে েতবষ   েৃথ   েঠিে েেয - উেোত্ত স গ্রতের এ টি 

দ্তলর প্রমেমনমধ আেনোর  োতছ র্োতব । আেনোর কেত  কিত়ে কনও়েো কর্ ক োন এ টি মনমদ্থ ষ্ট সিত়ে এ টি 

প্রশ্নেতত্রর িোধযতি েেয স গ্রে  রো েতব । এই েতবষনোর প্র তল্প আেনোর অ শগ্রেণ ঐমচ্ছ  । র্মদ্ আেমন 

সম্মমে প্রদ্োন নো  তরন েতব আেনোত  অ শগ্রেন  রতে েতব নো । আেমন সম্মমে প্রদ্োন  রো স্বতত্ত্বও কর্ ক োন 

সি়ে েতবষ ত  ক োন বযোখযো প্রদ্োন  রো ছো়েোই মনতজর অ শগ্রেন প্রেযোেোর  রতে েোরতবন । 

অংশ্গ্রহবনর সুবর্ধা ও ঝুুঁ বকসমূহ বক? 

েতবষনো প্র ল্পটিতে অ শগ্রেতনর জনয আেমন সরোসমর ক োন সুমবধো েোতবন নো । এই েতবষণো়ে অ শগ্রেতন 

আেনোর দদ্মনিন  োতজ সোিম়ে  অসুমবধো  োরন েতে েোতর । েতব আিরো আশোবোদ্ী কর্, এই েতবষণোর 

ফলোফল কেত  প্রোপ্ত উে োরীেো এই অসুমবধোত  অমেক্রি  রতব । কর্সিস্ত প্রতশ্নর িোধযতি আেনোর েমরি়ে 

সম্পত থ  অনযরো জোনতে েোতর , কসই মবষত়ে উমবগ্ন নো েবোর জনয অনুতরোধ  রো েতচ্ছ । অ শগ্রেণ োরীর নোি , 

ঠি োনো উেোত্ত মবতিষতণর সফেও়েযোতর উতেখ নো  তর েমরি়ে উনু্মক্ত েবোর ঝুুঁ ম   িোতনো েতব । 

তবথ্যর প্রগাপনীয়তা বক বনবিত থ্াকবর্? 

এই সম্মমেেতত্র স্বোক্ষর  রোর িধয মদ্ত়ে আেমন এই েতবষনো প্র তল্প অধয়েনরে েতবষণো  িীত  আেনোর 

বযমক্তেে েেয স গ্রে ও বযবেোর  রোর অনুিমে মদ্ত়েতছন । এই েতবষণো প্র তল্পর জনয স েৃেীে কর্ত োন েেয 

, র্ো আেনোত  সনোক্ত  রতে েোতর েো কেোেনী়ে েো তব । আেনোর সম্পত থ  স েৃেীে েেযসিূে সো ত মে  

উেোত়ে উতেখ েো তব । শুধুিোত্র এর সোতে সরোসমর স মিষ্ট েতবষ  ও েোর েত্ত্বোবধো়ে  এই েেযসিূতে 

প্রতবশোমধ োর েোতরন । সো ত মে  উেোত়ে মিমিে উেোত্ত সিূে েরবেী উেোত্ত মবতিষতনর  োতজ বযবহৃে েতব 

। েেযেত্রগুতলো েোলোবদ্ধ র়েোতর রোখো েতব । মবএইিমেআই এর অকুতেশনোল কেরোমে মবভোতে ও েতবষত র 

বযমক্তেে লযোেেতে উেোত্তসিূতের ইতল ট্রমন  ভোসথন স েৃেীে েো তব। 

প্রেযোশো  রো েতচ্ছ কর্, এই েতবষণো প্র তল্পর ফলোফল মবমভন্ন কফোরোতি প্র োমশে এব  উেস্থোমেে েতব । কর্ 

ক োন ধরতনর প্র োশনো ও উেস্থোেনোর কক্ষতত্র েেযসিূে এিন ভোতব সরবরোে  রো েতব , কর্ন আেনোর সম্মমে 

ছো়েো আেনোত  ক োন ভোতবই সনোক্ত  রো নো র্ো়ে । েেয - উেোত্ত প্রোেমি  ভোতব  োেজেত্র স গ্রে  রো েতব । 

ফলাফল েচার সম্পবকব ত তথ্যঃ 

এই েতবষনোর ফলোফল মবমভন্ন সোিোমজ  িোধযি, ওত়েবসোইে , সতম্মলন , আতলোিনোসভো়ে এব  ের্থোতলমিে 

জোনথোতল প্র োশ  রো েতব। 

অংশ্গ্রণকারীর পাবরশ্রবমকঃ 

এই েতবষণো়ে অ শগ্রেতনর জনয ক োন উেীেনো ও েোমরশ্রমি  কদ্বোর বযবস্থো কনই । 
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গবর্ষণা পবরচালনার র্যয়কৃত অবথ্বর উৎসঃ 

এই েতবষণোটির খরি সমূ্পণথ েতবষত র মনজস্ব েেমবল কেত  বয়ে  রো েতব । এই েতবষণোটি কছোে েমরসতর 

 রো েতব এব  এখোতন ক োন অেথ বমেরোেে উৎস কেত  আসতব নো । 

অংশ্গ্রহণ প্রথ্বক েতযাহার সম্পবকব ত তথ্যসমূহঃ 

আেমন সম্মমে প্রদ্োন  রো স্বতেও কর্ ক োন সি়ে েতবষ ত  ক োন বযোখযো প্রদ্োন  রো ছো়েোই মনতজর অ শগ্রেন 

প্রেযোেোর  রতে েোরতবন । বোমেল  রোর ের েেযসিূে ম  বযবেোর  রো র্োতব ম  র্োতবনো েোর অনুিমে 

অ শগ্রেণ োরীর প্রেযোেোরেতত্র (শুধুিোত্র কস্বচ্ছো়ে প্রেযোেোর োরীর জনয প্রতর্োজয) উতেখ  রো েো তব । 

 

গবর্ষবকর সাবথ্ প্রযাগাবযাবগর ঠিকানাঃ 

েতবষনো প্র ল্পটির মবষত়ে কর্োেোতর্োে  রতে িোইতল অেবো েতবষনো প্র ল্পটির সম্পত থ  ক োন প্রশ্ন েো তল , 

এখন অেবো েরবেীতে কর্ ক োন সিত়ে েো মজজ্ঞোসো  রো র্োতব । কসতক্ষতত্র আেমন েতবষত র সোতে উতেমখে 

০১৬২৯০৯২১১৬ (ক  এি ইফতেখোর আফেোব বোধন) নোম্বোতর কর্োেোতর্োে  রতে েোতরন । 

অবিবযাগঃ 

এই েতবষনো প্র ল্প েমরিোলনো প্রসতঙ্গ কর্ত োন অমভতর্োে েো তল প্রোমেষ্ঠোমন  দনমে েো েমরষতদ্র সোতে এই 

নোম্বোতর (৭৭৪৫৪৬৪-৫) কর্োেোতর্োে  রতবন । এই েতবষনো প্র ল্পটি বো লোতদ্শ কেলে প্রতফশন্স ইনমিটিউে, 

সোভোতরর প্রোমেষ্ঠোমন  দনমে েো েমরষদ্ কেত  মসআরমে - মবএইিমেআই / আইআরমব /০৯/২২/৬৩৮ 

ের্থোতলোমিে ও অনুতিোমদ্ে েত়েতছ।  
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অংশগ্রহণকারীর প্রত্যাহার পত্র 

(শুধুমাত্র স্বেচ্ছায় প্রত্যাহারকারীর জন্য প্রয াজয) 

 

অংশগ্রহন্কারীর 

ন্াম:……………………………………………………………………………………………

… 

প্রত্যাহার করার কারন্: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………… 

পূর্বর্ত্ী ত্থ্য র্যর্হাযরর অনু্মতত্ থ্াকযর্ তকন্া? 

 

অংশগ্রহন্কারীর ন্াম: 

অংশগ্রহন্কারীর োক্ষর:                                                                                                        

ত্াতরখ:………………………….. 

 তি তন্রক্ষর হয়* 

অংশগ্রহন্কারীর আঙু্গযের ছাপ 
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সম্মবতপত্র 

 

আমি ক  এি ইফতেখোর আফেোব র্াধন্, বেথ িোতন ঢো ো মবশ্বমবদ্যোলত়ের মিম ৎসো অনুষদ্ অমধভুক্ত মসআরমের 

অধীনস্থ বো লোতদ্শ কেলে প্রতফশনস ইনমিটিউে (মবএইিমেআই)-এ মব.এস.মস ইন অকুতেশনোল কেরোমেতে 

িেুেথ বতষথ অধয়েনরে। আিোর েতবষণোর মশতরোনোি- গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি  (মজমবএস)  আক্রোন্ত বযমক্তর 

 োর্থতক্ষতত্র সীিোবন্ধেো ও অ শগ্রেতণ বোুঁ ধো প্রসতঙ্গ । 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

অ শগ্রেন োরীর স্বোক্ষর / টিেসই 

 

 

 

 

 

েোমরখ:  

 

েতবষত র স্বোক্ষর 

 

 

 

 

 

েোমরখ: 
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Appendix C: 

Questionnaire in English & Bengali  
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Identify Occupational Participation Restrictions among Person with Guillain-

Barre syndrome (GBS) in the community. A cross sectional Study. 

Department of Occupational 

Therapy BHPI, CRP, 

Savar, Dhaka 

Socio- Demographic information of person with Guillain-Barre syndrome 

(GBS)  

Code no: 

1. Sex: Male/Female/Others  

2. Age: 

 3. Educational Qualification:  

• Signature  

•  Primary  

•  Secondary  

• Higher study  

•  Graduate  

4. Marital status:  

• Married  

•  Unmarried  

•  Separate  

•  Divorce 

• Widowed 

5. Area:  

• Rural  

• Urban 

6. Occupation:  

7. Onset of Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS): 

8. Any others neurological condition: Yes/No. 
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গবর্ষণার বর্ষয়: গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি (মজমবএস) আক্রোন্ত বযমক্ততদ্র  িথতক্ষতত্র এব  অ শগ্রেতণর 

সীিোবদ্ধেো েমরিোে  রো । 

মবভোে: মব.এস.মস. ইন অকুতেশনোল কেরোমে 

মব এইি মে আই, মস আর মে, সোভোর, ঢো ো, বো লোতদ্শ ১৩৪৩ 

জনস খযোেোমত্ত্ব  েেযোবলী 

১। ক োড ন ংঃ                                   

২। মলঙ্গ: েুরুষ / িমেলো / অনযোনয 

 ৩। ব়েসংঃ  

৪। মশক্ষোেে কর্োেযেো:  ) স্বোক্ষর খ) প্রোেমি  ে) িোধযমি  ঘ) স্নোে  

৫। দববোমে  অবস্থো:  ) মববোমেে খ) অমববোমেে ে) মববোমেে ম ন্তু আলোদ্ো েোত ন ঘ) েোলো প্রোপ্ত ঙ) মবধবো ি) 

এ সতঙ্গ বসবোস  

৬। বসবোতসর স্থোন:  ) শের খ) িফস্বল ে) গ্রোি  

৭। কেশো:      

৮। গুতলন–বোমর মসনতরোি (মজমবএস) এর  োরণ: 

৯। অনয কর্ ক োন স্নো়েমব  করোে:    েযো / নো  

 


